
ENQUIRIESENQUIRIES
Although our consultants will endeavour to provide the staff you require,Although our consultants will endeavour to provide the staff you require,  

enquiries do not guarantee bookings.enquiries do not guarantee bookings.
  

BOOK A TEMP TERMS & CONDITIONSBOOK A TEMP TERMS & CONDITIONS

jobs@stormrecruitment.ie

01 255 7377

2 HOUR TURNAROUND2 HOUR TURNAROUND
The 2 hour turnaround does not equate to booking.The 2 hour turnaround does not equate to booking.  

The turnaround period refers to how quickly our consultants will respond to an enquiry.The turnaround period refers to how quickly our consultants will respond to an enquiry.
In most cases our consultants will be in contact prior to the 2 hours.In most cases our consultants will be in contact prior to the 2 hours.

The turnaround period applies only to Storm Recruitment's regular hours of business:The turnaround period applies only to Storm Recruitment's regular hours of business:
9am - 5pm Monday to Thursday, 9am - 4pm Friday9am - 5pm Monday to Thursday, 9am - 4pm Friday

The turnaround period does not include evenings, weekends, bank holidays, orThe turnaround period does not include evenings, weekends, bank holidays, or
other dates / times throughout the year that our offices are closed.other dates / times throughout the year that our offices are closed.

  

MINIMUM BOOKINGSMINIMUM BOOKINGS
Storm Recruitment requires Storm Recruitment requires a minimum booking ofa minimum booking of  

2 working days per temporary staff.2 working days per temporary staff.  
  

NOTICENOTICE
It is preferable to provide Storm Recruitment with as much notice as possibleIt is preferable to provide Storm Recruitment with as much notice as possible

when seeking temporary staff.when seeking temporary staff.  
We would ask for a minimum of one day's notice, but wouldWe would ask for a minimum of one day's notice, but would

  appreciate more if possible.appreciate more if possible.  
  

BOOK A TEMP NOW

If you have questions regarding the aboveIf you have questions regarding the above
Terms & Conditions, call us on 01 255 7377 orTerms & Conditions, call us on 01 255 7377 or

email jobs@stormrecruitment.ieemail jobs@stormrecruitment.ie  

BANK HOLIDAYSBANK HOLIDAYS
Bank holidays are not included in the bill rate.Bank holidays are not included in the bill rate. Temps will be billed for the bank Temps will be billed for the bank
holiday and / or pro rata if they have worked 40 hours up to and including the bankholiday and / or pro rata if they have worked 40 hours up to and including the bank

holiday, as per the organisation of working time Act 1997. The temp rate, if not workingholiday, as per the organisation of working time Act 1997. The temp rate, if not working
on the bank holiday will be billed at standard rate unless otherwise stated.on the bank holiday will be billed at standard rate unless otherwise stated.

  If a temp works on a bank holiday, it is billed at double time.If a temp works on a bank holiday, it is billed at double time.
  

https://stormrecruitment.ie/book-a-temp/

